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Piano Concerto No. 2 
Composer: Felix Mendelssohn 
First performance: 1837 
Run time: 25 minutes 
Listen on YouTube 

A concerto is a work for solo instrument with orchestra. The 
soloist—in this case the pianist—performs at the front of 
the orchestra in a work that showcases the soloist’s and his 
or her instrument’s abilities. Concertos often include caden-
zas, which are short, virtuosic solos unaccompanied by the 
orchestra. In this concerto, there is a cadenza at the end of 
the first movement.  

Concertos are usually three movements long: a fast first 
movement, slow middle movement, and fast third move-
ment. In this concerto, the three movements are played 
attacca: attached, with no break between them. The dark 
first movement ends with a short cadenza, which flows di-
rectly into the slow, prayer-like second movement. A ritar-
dando (slowing in tempo or speed) ends the second move-
ment. The third movement brings an abrupt change in tem-
po, a louder dynamic, and a lively mood. 

The Sleeping Beauty Suite 
Composer: Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 
First performance of a Suite from the Ballet: 1900 
Run time: 45 minutes  
Listen on YouTube (At the concert, a longer suite will be performed. It contains all the movements from this original 
suite, plus six more.) 

This Suite is a selection of movements from Tchaikovsky’s ballet of the same name. In its original form, audience mem-
bers would watch dancers on stage telling the story of Sleeping Beauty. But even without the dancing, Tchaikovsky’s 
music makes scenes from the classic fairy tale come to life. 

Oftentimes when a ballet or opera is very successful, a composer (or arranger or conductor) will choose its most crowd-
pleasing movements and compile them into a suite to be played by an orchestra. When they do this, they don’t neces-
sarily put the movements in the order of the story, but rather arrange them in a way that makes musical sense. The re-
cording above is a Suite of five movements compiled by Tchaikovsky’s friend ten years after the ballet was first per-
formed. (Activity Number 3 on the next page explains what these movements depict. ) At the concert, a suite of eleven 

movements compiled by conductor Nikolaj Szeps-Znaider will be performed.  

Manfred Overture 
Composer: Robert Schumann 
First performance: 1852 
Run time: 12 minutes 
Listen on YouTube 

Robert Schumann’s father was a publisher, so the 
young composer grew up surrounded by books and 
always loved to read. In 1848, he decided to set a po-
em by the British poet Lord Byron to music. Byron’s 
Manfred is a tragedy: a dramatic work that describes 
sorrowful or terrible events in the life of a heroic indi-
vidual. Tragedies nearly always end with the death of 
the hero. Schumann was often drawn to tragic heroes, 
perhaps because he felt his own life had tragic ele-
ments. Schumann suffered from mental illness and a 
failed suicide attempt caused him to spend the final 
years of his short life hospitalized for psychiatric care.  

As you listen to the Manfred Overture, listen for musi-
cal elements that make the work sound tragic. What 
do you think the end of the Overture reveals about the 
fate of the hero? 

https://youtu.be/_i_jqEIv5JM
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk
https://youtu.be/9IHNT8sJ-VI


Activities to enrich student learning 

1. All three of the pieces on this concert come from the Romantic period: a period of music history that roughly spans 
1830 to 1900. Music of this period was often more emotional and dramatic than what came before it: you might 
hear greater dynamic and tonal ranges and greater contrasts within pieces of music from this period. Work with 
your class to come up with a list of what they already know about this period of history: famous composers or 
works of music; literature that they may have read; artists or works that were created during this time; historical 
events or people that they have studied; inventions and discoveries that occurred during this time.  

2. At the concert, you will hear pianist Saleem Ashkar perform Mendelssohn’s 2nd Piano Concerto. Besides being a 
world-renowned solo pianist, Saleem is Artistic Director of the Galilee Chamber Orchestra. This ensemble is made 
up of students and young professionals. Its goal is to encourage collaboration between the Arab and Jewish com-
munities in Israel. What do you think about using music as a means to overcome differences among people of di-
verse backgrounds? Has music ever connected you with someone you otherwise might not have come in contact 
with? 

3. Romantic composers often wrote program music: music that intends to evoke something extramusical such as a 
story, poem, or scene from nature. Schumann’s Manfred (from Lord Byron’s poem) and Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping 
Beauty (from the French fairy tale) are both examples of program music. Divide your class into five small groups 
and have each group listen to one of the movements of Tchaikovsky’s original suite. Ask them to create a list of the 
compositional choices that Tchaikovsky made to help tell the part of the story depicted in their assigned move-
ment. What sort of dancing do you imagine might have accompanied this music to support the storytelling? 

The first movement introduces the characters of the evil fairy Carabosse and the Lilac Fairy, the good 
fairy who is Princess Aurora’s guardian.  
In the second movement, “Rose Adagio,” a series of princes present themselves as suitors, each offer-
ing the princess a rose. 
The third movement comes from the ballet’s final act, where characters from other fairy tales attend 
the wedding of the now-awakened Princess Aurora to her Prince. Here, two fairy tale cats arrive: Puss 
in Boots and the White Cat from the German tale Puddocky. 
In the fourth movement, the Lilac Fairy leads the Prince into the forest where Princess Aurora has been 
asleep for 100 years.  
The fifth movement is a waltz from the first act of the ballet, danced by the Princess’s friends at her 
twentieth birthday party before she is cursed into a deep sleep. (You might recognize this melody from 
the Disney movie!)  

 
4. Learn from the pros! Discuss how your experience seeing and hearing the SLSO has informed your own music-

making. What did you see or hear the SLSO musicians doing that you could strive toward, both individually and as 
an ensemble? What do you think it would take for you to perform with a professional musical ensemble one day? 

5. Following the concert, complete the following statements with your students: “I noticed…”, “I enjoyed…”, “I won-
der….”  

Know before you go  

Visit slso.org/educationvisits for additional classroom resources including a virtual tour and history of Powell Hall, infor-
mation on the SLSO, and a Know Before You Go sheet about concert etiquette. 
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http://www.saleemashkar.com/
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk?t=317
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk?t=317
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk?t=710
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk?t=833
https://youtu.be/jTCKGn9XBkk?t=1047
http://www.slso.org/educationvisits

